We Turn Pages Into Pixels.

Missions:

- To digitally preserve the archives and collections for book and magazine publishers.
- To provide streaming solutions for publishers.
- To sell digital subscriptions internationally to individuals and institutions.
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History

Exact Editions is a digital publishing company that turns publications into dynamic, user-friendly digital editions. It was launched in 2005 by Adam Hodgkin, Daryl Rayner and Tim Bruce. The company is based in London and has offices in Hatton Garden.

Exact Editions has always operated on the principle that publications with archives and book collections are valuable and readers should, where possible, have full access to the riches that they contain. The platform is equally able to deliver subscriptions to individuals and institutions, digitise archives & collections and provide streaming solutions for publishers.

Founders

Daryl Rayner

Daryl Rayner started her career in STM publishing, working for Nature Publishing Group, Current Science Group and Elsevier before co-founding Exact Editions in 2005. She is now the Managing Director and lives in London.

Adam Hodgkin

Adam Hodgkin began his career as a philosophy editor with Oxford University Press; since then, he has co-founded and worked for three companies: Cherwell Scientific Publishing, xrefer, and Exact Editions. He is still active in publishing as the Chairman of Exact Editions and keeps a philosophical cast of mind.
Complete Archive of The Journal of Australian Ceramics Available For Individual and Institutional Subscriptions (May 2022)

Exact Editions Launch Free ISBN Reading Rooms Marketing Tool For Book Publishers (April 2022)

#PublishersForUkraine: Ukraine Digital Book Collection Freely-Available Online Until April 15th 2022 (March 2022)

Three Partial Preview Collections: Exact Editions Develops New Marketing Tool For Book Collections (March 2022)

Over 50 Publishers Collaborate On Freely-Accessible Digital Resource Page In Support Of International Women’s Day (March 2022)

Britain’s Oldest Dance Monthly Dancing Times Extends Digital Archive Back To 1963 (February 2022)
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